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In online learning systems, tagging knowledge points for questions is a fundamental task. Automatic tagging technology uses

intelligent algorithms to automatically tag knowledge points for questions to reduce manpower and time costs. However,

the current knowledge point tagging technology cannot satisfy the situation that mathematics questions often involve a

variable number of knowledge points, lacks the consideration of the characteristics of the mathematics ield, and ignores

the internal connection between knowledge points. To address the above issues, we propose a Sequence Generation Model

Integrating Domain Ontology for Mathematical question tagging (SOMPT). SOMPT performs data augmentation for text

and then obtains intermediate text based on domain ontology replacement to facilitate deep learning model to understand

mathematical question text. SOMPT is able to obtain dynamic word vector embedding to optimize the textual representation

for math questions. What’s more, our model can capture the relationship between tags to generate knowledge points more

accurately in the way of sequence generation. The comparative experimental results show that our proposed model has an

excellent tagging ability for mathematical questions. Moreover, the sequence generation module in SOMPT can be applied on

other multi-label classiication tasks and be on par with the state-of-the-art performance models.

CCS Concepts: · Computing methodologies→ Language resources; Natural language processing; Natural language

generation; · Applied computing→ Computer-assisted instruction.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Mathematical question tagging, Deep learning, Language models, Sequence generation

1 INTRODUCTION

With the construction of various intelligent education platforms and the continuous acquisition of various learning
data, personalized adaptive learning is increasingly becoming the focus of the education ield [21, 26]. Education
resources are the core of the personalized adaptive learning framework. They are widely used in cognitive
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diagnosis [54], knowledge tracing [18, 32] and personalized educational learning resource recommendation
[28, 31], which all require resources to be organized and related in some way. Among all education resources
[13, 15, 34], questions dominate and are in great demand in students’ daily learning, and it becomes necessary to
create a good index structure for questions by tagging knowledge points.
The subject questions are mainly manually tagged by hiring experts, but this approach requires a lot of

investment in manpower and there are limitations in the consistency, credibility, and later maintenance and
update of knowledge points. Fortunately, some progress has been made in automatic tagging. The automatic
knowledge point tagging can automatically identify the knowledge points investigated by the questions through
the intelligent algorithm, and label the relevant knowledge points for them. Since the tagging process is often
completed by the same model, the standards are consistent and the consistency of tagging results is thus
guaranteed. In addition, a large number of questions are tagged by high-power machines, which can greatly
reduce manpower and time costs. This paper is devoted to the research of knowledge point tagging automation
technology, which is applied in the ield of mathematics.

However, there are still some challenges in the automatic knowledge point tagging for mathematics questions.
On the one hand, most existing automatic tagging methods regard the knowledge point tagging task as a multi-
classiication task [3, 23]. In a single-label multi-classiication task, a sample can only belong to one label, which
cannot meet the requirements of mathematics test labeling. Mathematical questions often involve a variable
number of knowledge points, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, we regard the knowledge point tagging task as a
multi-label multi-classiication task [17, 35]. In a multi-label classiication (MLC) task, a sample can be tagged as
multiple labels with an unixed number, and there is no mutually exclusive relationship between labels. However,
there are still relatively few studies on applying MLC technologies to knowledge point tagging.

On the other hand, the general classiication methods focus mainly on the implementation and improvement
of algorithms and lack the consideration of the uniqueness of mathematical domain. As a vehicle for practicing
and testing knowledge in the mathematical domain, the mathematical questions are described in a variety of
ways. A large number of mathematical symbols and formula descriptions will produce a large number of entity
expressions, which will lead to problems such as sparse data and ambiguity when extracting text feature vectors
of mathematical problems in deep learning models, and then lose the inherent semantic related information
of the question. Some researchers have tried in this regard and proposed automatic labeling techniques for
mathematical problems to deal with and study the particularity of textual descriptions of mathematical problems,
such as a set of novel probabilistic latent class models [5] and classiication methods based on text combined with
mathematical expression structures [38]. However, it is diicult for current models to consider the connections
between knowledge points while capturing semantic information about the questions. Mathematics questions
often involve multiple knowledge points, and these knowledge points often have related relationships, such as
predecessors and successors. Therefore, we need to consider the characteristics of the ield of mathematics. We
not only need to deal with the texts, symbols, and formulas in the questions in a speciic way, but also try to
capture the internal connections between the knowledge points.

To address the above issues, this paper proposes to pre-process the text and obtain an intermediate text based
on ontology replacement, considering the speciicity of the mathematical domain comprehensively which include
richer textual information. In order to ensure uniform tagging standards during the tagging process, we regard
the task of automatic knowledge point tagging of math questions as a multi-label classiication task for the text
content of math questions. Taking the signiicance of the text of mathematical questions for knowledge points
prediction and the necessity of linkage between knowledge points into account, this paper uses a sequence
generation approach based on UniLM (Uniied Language Model Pre-training for Natural Language Understanding
and Generation) [11] to predict knowledge points for questions.UniLM is based on BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representation from Transformers) [19] model which make it can obtain a dynamic word vector representation
after pre-training. And the UniLM model uses three special Mask as pre-training objectives, so that the model can
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某玩具厂开展节约活动，3个 为国家节约240度电，如

果每度电需耗煤0.05吨，该玩具厂9个 节约了多少吨

煤？

该玩具厂9个 节约了36吨煤。9个 里 3个3 ，所以

可以节约3个240度电即720度电，每度电耗煤0.05吨，

720度电耗煤720个0.05吨。9÷3×240×0.05=720×0.05=36吨

小数乘法

Question stem:

Question resolve:

Knowledge points:

倍数问题

Automatic

Tagging 

Method

 

Fig. 1. An example data for automatic tagging knowledge points for mathematics questions.

be applied to NLG tasks and achieve the same efect as BERT in NLU tasks. We choose one of them, the sequence-
to-sequence (Seq-to-Seq) mask, as the mask mode of self-attention mechanism [41], and construct a sequence
generation model based on UniLM, which can fully extract text information of the mathematical questions as
well as draw the association relationship of knowledge points. All in all, we propose a sequence generation model
integrating domain ontology for mathematical question tagging (SOMPT). The main contributions of this paper
are summaries as follows.
(1) We propose a data augmentation method based on text replacement, which is to obtain the intermediate

text of questions based on integrating domain ontology and replacing named entity alleviating data sparsity in
view of the importance of mathematical ontology and the diversity of representation forms.

(2) A novel sequence generation method is proposed to tag mathematical questions with knowledge points. It
is based on the UniLM to obtain richer context representation and uses the Seq-to-Seq mask attention mechanism
to generate knowledge points which can capture the relationship between knowledge points.

(3)SOMPT not only performs well on the standard dataset for the study of mathematical question tagging. The
Knowledge points prediction module based on sequence generation also can be applied to the task of multi-label
text classiication, and the classiication performances on some publicly available datasets are also quite good.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews relevant work in recent years. Section 3
details the proposed mathematical question tagging model. Experimental results and analyses are presented in
Section 4. Finally, we summary our work in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Automatic tagging for educational resources

The variety and quantity of educational resources in each subject area is large and is organized mainly through
knowledge points from diferent disciplines. Knowledge points are often used as an important research basis
for learning resource recommendation. In studying personalized question recommendation methods, literature
[42] considers the weight of knowledge points, and literature [46] explores the associations between knowledge
points. There have also been applications of knowledge graphs to mining and recommending educational
resources by studying knowledge points. Literature [17] applies neural networks to extract pedagogical concepts
from instructional data and automatically construct an educational knowledge graph. Literature [7] proposes a
personalized recommendation model for diverse online resources by analyzing students’ mastery of knowledge
points and found that constructing a knowledge graph organizes knowledge points well. The literature [22]
proposes a model for recommending personalized knowledge points bymapping knowledge points to a knowledge
graph.
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The tagging of educational resources is indispensable in personalized adaptive learning. Nowadays, resources
in the ield of education are becoming more and more diversiied, and the forms shown by educational re-
source tagging have become more diverse. Literature [36] uses a document extraction attention network for
thematic tagging to analyze students’ abilities and recommend relevant reading materials. Literature [1] studies a
method that automatically recommends tags for students’ questions in a community Q&A system to coordinate
communication between teachers and students.
As an important part of educational resources, questions also need to be tagged with knowledge points

through tagging technology. The knowledge point tagging for the question is mainly tagging for the text of the
question. For text tagging, some researchers have focused on text ontologies, literature [9] proposes document
semantic tagging improvement methods using the semantic environment information expressed by domain
ontologies. The importance of ontology is also mentioned by literature [50] in a review of semantic tagging of
text; literature [8] proposes text tagging algorithm is based on domain ontology; literature [49] constructs a
semantic ontology knowledge base to infer the relationship between entities and then tagged semantic according
to semantic relations. To enhance knowledge point tagging of questions, deep learning techniques are widely
used: literature [17] designs an expertise-enriched Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) model; Literature [35]
presents a location-based attention model and a keyword-based model to automatically tag questions; Literature
[10] introduces a method based on ensemble learning. To support teachers’ teaching and students’ learning more
efectively, it is necessary to further improve the automatic tagging technology of educational resources, so that
they can be well organized for personalized adaptive learning.

2.2 Multi-label text classification

This paper mainly adopts natural language processing (NLP) technology for automatic question tagging task
of mathematical questions as a text multi-label classiication task. Considering mathematical questions are
often associated with multiple knowledge points, the knowledge points tend to be relatively ixed and uniform.
Therefore, it is most common to treat the automatic tagging task as a multi-label classiication task. The simplest
idea is the "one-vs-all" scheme for MLC, which is transformed into multiple single-label binary classiication
tasks, using a binary classiier to predict 0 or 1 for each category [3, 23]. This thought is based on assumption
that there is no association between tags, yet in reality multiple tags are often connected and complex. According
to the disadvantages mentioned above, some machine learning researches have made improvements to use the
association between labels as a classiication reference. The speciic approach is to predict the current label
considering not only textual features, but also the previous predicted label. Literature [47] proposes a novel MLC
model that combines rank support vector machines and binary correlation with robust low-rank learning to
overcome, as much as possible, the two drawbacks of inter-class imbalance and ignoring label correlation that
exist in binary correlation.
Deep learning is more comprehensive in extracting semantic information and can incorporate more label

associations in predicting labels. Some researchers signiicantly improved multi-label text classiication using
CNN [2, 20, 43]. Compared with traditional machine learning, CNN can capture diferent levels and deeper
semantic information through sliding windows. Literature [20] proposes parallel CNN and deep CNN to capture
local semantic features respectively, and uses a max over time pooling layer to extract global semantic features.
Literature [43] also applies CNN to extract local features. Literature [27] further introduces a self-attention
based on CNN with better classiication performance. In order to extract richer semantic information of the text,
literature [6] proposes a model combining recurrent neural networks (RNN) and CNN for more ine-grained text
MLC tasks. Literature [48] employs sequence generation ideas and applied an encoder-decoder model based on
the long short-term memory (LSTM)[16]. Their experimental results show that this method not only captures
associations between labels, but also automatically selects the most informative labels.
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2.3 Sequence generation for multi-label classification

Natural language understanding (NLU) and natural language generation (NLG) are two core tasks of NLP.
The goal of NLU is to enable computers to understand natural language (human language), etc., focusing on
understanding [19, 29]. In other words, NLU takes natural language as input and outputs machine-readable
semantic representation. NLU usually includes part-of-speech tagging, representation learning, text classiication,
etc. The goal of NLG is to express semantic information in human-readable natural language form. In other
words, the input of NLG is data in a non-linguistic format, and the output is a language format that humans
can understand. NLG mainly includes generation tasks such as machine translation and summary extraction. In
this paper, we use the idea of sequence generation to accomplish the automatic tagging with knowledge points
for mathematical questions. We transform the knowledge point multi-label classiication task into the task of
generating label text.

This approach irst appeared in 2017 when literature [30] used a sequence-to-sequence model based on RNN
to capture labels the correlation between labels and proposed to consider the sequence label prediction of a given
text as MLC task. Subsequently, more new models or methods based on sequence generation to handle MLC
tasks have been proposed. For example, literature [6] determines the "initial state" or prior knowledge of an
RNN according to the feature vectors extracted by CNN and predicted label sequences. Literature [33] analyzes
the implausibility of previous RNN models for predicting multiple labels in terms of training and prediction
objectives and proposed new objectives based on the principle concept of ensemble probability. Literature [25]
introduces a hybrid attention mechanism for generating higher-level semantic unit representations for MLC.
The sequence generation methods mentioned above are generally structured by RNN which will ignore the

efect of the latter label on the labels already generated before it. To solve this challenge, literature [24] adds a fully
connected layer to the part of predicting labels. Moreover, most models are limited in extracting text semantic
information by CNN, so we propose using the UniLM model, which can extract more text semantic information
and generate predicted labels with extracted label relevance. UniLM proposed by Microsoft [11], based on BERT
[19]. By designing skillful masks for attention mechanism, multiple language models are integrated to satisfy
both NLU and NLG. In this paper, the sequence generation idea is used as the main implementation of MLC and
applied to knowledge point tagging, which is a novel technology discovery.

3 METHOD

The SOMPT framework is shown in Figure 2, which includes three parts: Ontology-based text replacement, Short
text replacement for labels, and Knowledge points prediction based on UniLM for mathematical questions in
Chinese.

3.1 Problem description

The knowledge points automatic tagging refers to automatically match to correct multiple knowledge points for
questions based on the knowledge system. The model needs to try to understand the semantics of mathematical
questions and extract knowledge information contained in questions to predict the knowledge points to which
the questions belongs with maximum probability. It can be described formally as follows:
Deinition:Deinition:Deinition: Assume that the dataset has� samples of math question and the sample space is �= {�1, �2, ..., ��}.

There are � knowledge points in total, and the set of knowledge points is �= {�1,�2,...,��}. Each question �� has
multiple knowledge points and is represented as a set �′ (as Figure 1). Given a mathematical questions dataset
� = {

(

�� , �
′
�

)

| 0 ≤ � ≤ �, �′� ∈ �}. This study uses � to construct an automatic model and achieve automatic
tagging function for mathematical questions.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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Fig. 2. The Framework of SOMPT. It consists of three parts: (a)Ontology-based text replacement, (b)Short text replacement,
and (c)Knowledge points prediction based on UniLM.

3.2 Data augmentation based on ontology replacement

There are many entities in mathematics, and the same entity can have diferent concrete manifestations. For
example, the entity of triangle may appear in the form of △, triangle, ABC, DEF, triangle ABC and so on in
math test questions. For the knowledge point tagging task, the model needs to focus more on the concept of
the triangle itself rather than the speciic form of the triangle. Therefore, we need to do some pre-processing
work on the text of math questions to avoid interference with the knowledge point annotation model. We
stitch the text of the question stem and resolve together. We convert non-textual information to text or remove
them, such as image links and formulas from the question. For some speciic mathematical symbols, ontology
replacement is performed with Chinese descriptions, to reduce data noise. The following text data augmentation
strategy of replacement based on domain ontology and named entities is proposed to obtain the intermediate
text of mathematical questions. Suppose that the text of the math question is t. The output of the converted
intermediate text is � ′. The process of acquiring intermediate text for mathematical questions can be represented
as Transformation (�1, �2, . . . , ��) → (� ′1, � ′2, . . . , � ′�).

3.2.1 Replacement based on domain ontology . Domain ontologies are described as domain entity concepts
and their interrelationships, domain activities, properties and laws that the domain has, with a certain hierarchical
structure.[52] In order to characterize numerous entities derived from the mathematical domain ontology in
mathematical questions, we extract the intermediate text that integrating domain ontology. The speciic process
is as follows.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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(1) The construction of a mathematical domain ontology. Mathematics domain ontology is constructed manually
based on the content of teaching.[52] Firstly, we ind out the core ontologies in mathematical concepts and list the
important terms in the mathematical domain ontology. Then we deine the classes, class hierarchies, the relevant
properties of the classes and the relationships with other classes. The "class" represents a core concept in the
ield of mathematical domain, which has attributes and derives entities. Finally, we create instances and create
an ontology library. As shown in Figure 3 for the partially constructed ontology, we can see that the domain
ontologies have diferent levels. For example, the triangle is the uppermost layer and is at the core, while the
acute triangle and equilateral triangle are at its lower level, and the equilateral triangle also belongs to acute
triangle. Therefore, the variety of mathematical ontology will further aggravate the diversity of entities. In the
knowledge point tagging task, the model should pay more attention to the ontology involved in the mathematics
questions rather than speciic entities. Therefore, based on the constructed mathematics domain ontology, it is
necessary to deal with the related entities contained in the mathematics questions.

直角三角形

钝角三角形

锐角三角形

等腰三角形

等边三角形

三角形

Rt DEF
I K

K

K

角
A

边

K

A

K

B

B

A:Attribute of

B:Belong to

K:Kind of

I:Instance of

Fig. 3. Triangle ontology construction. Note:In this figure, ł三角形ž is at the core of domain ontology. ł三角形ž has the
atributes of ł角ž and ł边ž, and can be derived into diferent entity concepts according to diferent division methods.

(2) Matching templates for entity recognition. The hierarchical expression of the domain ontology can enrich
the semantic information of mathematical texts from multiple perspectives, so the entities in the texts need to
be identiied. We design matching templates for a limited number of elementary school mathematical question
entities. We summarize the laws of hierarchical expressions based on the relationship between the elements in
mathematical domain ontology library. Design regular expression matching templates according to diferent
expressions of entities in the questions. According to the diferent expressions of entities in mathematical
questions to design regular expression matching templates. We use diferent identiication words to distinguish
between the diferent classes of entities. Table 1 shows some samples of the recognition templates constructed in
this paper.
(3) Uniform replacement based on domain ontology. The uniied replacement based on domain ontology

is divided into two processes: ontology replacement and ailiation tagging. The ontology replacement phase
identiies and replaces entities and attributes in the question in the order from entity to attribute. Entities
and attributes are replaced with new expression (The combination of the identiication corresponding to the
ontology in Table 1 and the sequential number that entity appears for the irst time in the question.), and save
their ailiation relationships information before replacement. The ailiation tagging phase iterates through
the extracted expression of attributes and adds the dependencies based on the inclusion relationships between
ontologies in the ontology library.The pseudocode of the replacement algorithm based on domain ontology is
shown in Algorithm 1. For the text after this replacement process, we will use the Chinese description of ontology
to replace the previous English replacement content. Figure 4 shows a sample.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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Table 1. Entity identification templates.

ontology regularexpression identiication

三角形 ł三角形[A-Z]{3}ž triangle

四边形

ł正方形[A-Z]{4}ž;

ł长方形[A-Z]{4}ž;
ł四边形[A-Z]{4}ž;

ł菱形[A-Z]{4}ž

quadrilateral

线

ł直线[A-Z]{2}ž;

ł射线[A-Z]{2}ž;

ł线段[A-Z]{2}ž

line

角
ł角[A-Z]{3}ž;

ł(?<![A-Z])[A-Z]{2}(?![a-zA-Z])ž
angle

点
ł点[A-Z]{1}ž;

ł(?<![a-zA-Z])[A-Z]{1}(?![a-zA-Z])ž
point

Algorithm 1 Construct the intermediate text for mathematical questions based on ontology

Input: Mathematical question,text;Template dictionary,ontologyDict
Output: Intermediate representation of mathematical question,text
1: function OntologyTransformation(text,OntologyDict)
2: ����������� ← ����

3: ����������� ← ����

4: for OntologyKey,OntologyValue in OntologyDict do
5: ����� ← 1

6: Use OntologyValue to match text to get OntologyTmp
7: Store OntologyTmp as the key, and the combination of OntologyKey and index as the value in

ReplaceDict
8: ����� ← ����� + 1
9: end for

10: for OntologyTmp, OntologyKey+index in ReplaceDict do
11: if OntologyTmp is line/angle/point then
12: Judge the ownership of triangles and quadrilaterals in OntologyTmp and ReplaceDict
13: Add ailiation in text
14: end if

15: end for

16: return text
17: end function

3.2.2 Replacement based on named entities. Themathematical questions exclude some conceptual entities in
the speciic domain of mathematics, and there are many entities in the general domain with diferent expressions.
Therefore, based on the question text obtained from Section 3.2.1, we further process the text by identifying and
replacing named entities, so that entities are renamed in the same way to make the text data neat. We use named
entity recognition tool (Stanfordcorenlp1) to extract two major categories (entity category and time category)

1https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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实体1

replace
属性1 属性2 属性3 属性4

replace replace replace

已知triangle#1为等腰三角形，其中triangle#1的line#1=triangle#1的line#2=5，

若triangle#1的angle#1为60°，求triangle#1的line#3的长度。

已知三角形ABC为等腰三角形,其中AB=AC=5,若 ABC为60°，求BC的长度。

replace replace replace replace

已知三角形#1为等腰三角形，其中三角形#1的线#1=三角形#1的线#2=5，若

三角形#1的角#1为60°，求三角形#1的线#3的长度。

Fig. 4. A sample replacement question based on domain ontology. We judge the properties of entities according to their
leter combinations.This question involves the ontology ł三角形ž, the entity concept ł三角形ABCž,等腰三角形ž, the side
length properties łABž łACž łBCž, and the angle property ł∠ABCž.

and seven minor categories (person name, institution name, place name, time, date, currency, and percentage) of
named entities from the text. Then all the recognized entities are named using a uniied naming format, which is
the entity category plus the sequential number in which the entity appears in text. An example of replacement
based on named entities is shown in Figure 5.

   李明 和 李彤 到  北京 去的路费花了 500元...

人名1 和 人名2 到 地点1 去的路费花了 500 元... 

replace replacereplace

 

Fig. 5. A sample of Replacement based on named entities.

3.3 Replace knowledge points with short text

Ourmodel mainly uses to the module used for sequence generation in the UniLMmodel to generate the knowledge
points sequence. It is necessary to do some pre-processing work on the original knowledge points. Each knowledge
point in Chinese math questions is generally composed of multiple Chinese characters, as shown in Figure 1.
The text sequence composed of multiple knowledge points of each question will be a long text sequence. In the
sequence generation model, the longer the generated target sequence, the lower the possibility of being completely
correct and the lower the accuracy. Therefore, shortening the text sequence of the generated knowledge point
labels can reduce the diiculty of correct prediction to a certain extent. In addition, each knowledge point label is
a string composed of multiple characters in meaningful order. If the model needs to predict each character, then
the prediction error of a single character will lead to the prediction error of the entire knowledge point string.
Therefore, we designed the short text replacement to improve the tagging accuracy of the model. Speciically, we
regard each knowledge point label as an independent and complete individual, and replace the entire character
string of the knowledge point with one character. Considering that the characters used for replacement represent
knowledge points rather than their original meanings, we choose characters that have not been used in all
samples for replacement. We irst count the token set of the question text after the word segmentation, and
second, we select the tokens that do not appear in the set as the replacements of the label from the dictionary. In
other words, the set of question characters and the set of label characters are completely non-overlapping, so as
to avoid the ambiguity in label meaning. Finally, we replace the original labels with these selected characters.
Part (b) in Figure 2 is this substitution process.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process.
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3.4 Multi-knowledge point tagging model

UniLM uses shared transformer network to achieve uniied modeling as unsupervised pre-training [11]. In UniLM,
diferent self-attention mask matrices are used for the language model (LM) objectives (i.e., bidirectional LM,
unidirectional LM, and sequence-to-sequence LM). The bidirectional LM corresponds to an all-zero mask matrix,
which allows word tokens to access the context. The left-to-right LM corresponds to an upper triangular masking
matrix, i.e. allowing word tokens to see the preorder context. And the right-to-left LM corresponds to a lower
triangular masking matrix. The sequence-to-sequence LM corresponds to a special mask matrix, as shown in
Figure 6. There are the source sequence and the target sequence in the Seq-to-Seq LM. In the source sequence,
word tokens can access the context, but not the target sequence. In the target sequence, word tokens follow the
causality, that is, the following cannot be accessed. Thus, we use the source sequence to generate the target
sequence. Considering that the number of knowledge points in the tagging task is uncertain, we can regard the
knowledge point labels to be predicted as the target sequence. Speciically, we decide to transform the question
text into the source sequence (�1) and the knowledge points text into the target sequence(�2), and use the sequence
generation pattern in UniLM to predict sequences with knowledge points information. These sequences can
be processed to obtain the knowledge points predicted by the model. In the process of sequence generation,
the current generated content will participate in the next content generation. We believe that knowledge point
tagging in this way can capture the connection between knowledge points, so as to improve the accuracy and
credibility of knowledge point prediction [48]. Therefore, the principal body of SOMPT utilizes the Seq-to-Seq
module in UniLM to complete the knowledge point tagging task, as shown in part (c) of Figure 2. The details of
the model are described below.

Input embedding: We assume that every mathematical question text ��
′ obtained by ontology-based replace-

ment. We do Chinese word segmentation for ��
′ to get a question text sequence � = (�1, �2, ..., ��) using the

tokenizer function in the BERT4keras library2. The tokenizer function can divide the sentences into tokens
using WordPiece algorithm, the same as in BERT [19]. The knowledge points text sequence is the new sequence
� = (�1, �2, ..., ��) that the knowledge points set �′� = (�1, �2, ..., ��) . � represents the number of knowledge points
that the question ��

′ has. The knowledge points text sequence is the new sequence after short text replacement.
We splice the two text sequences with the [SEP] token to obtain the sequence

� = ( [���], �1, �2, ..., ��, [���], �1, �2, ..., ��, [���]) . (1)

It is denoted as � = (�1, �2), where [CLS] indicates the start of the sequence, and [SEP] indicates the end of the
sequence. These two markers are also involved in model training, enabling the model to learn when to end the
sequence generation process. �1 is the source sequence and �2 is the target sequence. We use � as the input
sequence of the model. The text sequence � of each sample is further transformed to obtain word embedding
by using the WordPiece algorithm, and then obtain their token embedding, position embedding and segment
embedding. The input vectors � of the model is the sum of these three vectors as Equation (2).

� = ��� (�) + ��� (�) + ���(�), (2)

where ��� (�), ��� (�) and ���(�) represent the token embedding, position embedding and segment embedding
of sequence � , respectively. The parameters of token embedding and position embedding are initialized by the
pre-trained model. In particular, the segment embedding of �1 is set to 0, and the segment embedding of the �2 is
set to 1.

Transformer block: The bulk of the UniLM is made up of a stack of L Transformer blocks, each consisting of
multi-headed self-attention and feed forward. The initial input vector is � 0 as Equation (3).

� 0
= {�� } |� |�=1 =

[

�1, �2, . . . , � |� |
]

, (3)

2https://github.com/bojone/BERT4keras
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where {�� } |� |�=1 denotes the input vectors, �� represents the model input vector corresponding to the � − �ℎ token
of the sequence � , and |� | denotes the number of input vectors. The context representation is then computed
by the transformer block of the L layer. Each transformer block fuses the output of the previous layer using
multi-headed self-attention, and after itting the multilayer network in feed forward to get the output � � of this
layer as Equation (4). Multi-headed self-attention consists of multiple self-attention mapped from diferent spaces
in parallel, and sums up the results of diferent self-attention extractions.

� � = ����� � ������ (� �−1 ), � ∈ [1, �] (4)

Masked attention: SOMPT uses Seq-to-Seq attention matrix����−��−��� to add prior constraints for attention
mechanism which is implemented by UniLM. We mask sequence pairs (�1, �2) by using the Seq_to_seq mask
matrix in the process of model training. Its corresponding mask matrix representation is shown in Figure 6 and
the formula is represented as Equation (5), where � denotes the coordinate � , � denotes the coordinate �.

S1

S1

S2

S2

S1:attend to S1 tokens

S2:attend to left tokens  

Fig. 6. Seq-to-Seq self-atention mask matrix.

M� � =

{

0, other.
−∞, � ∈ �1, � ∈ �2; � < �, � ∈ �1, � ∈ �2

(5)

The output vector after the L-layer transformer block is denoted as � �−1. After mapping the corresponding
parameter matrices, the � ∈ R��×�� ,� ∈ R��×�� , � ∈ R��×�� matrices are gained as Equation (6). Each row of
the � matrix is a query vector, which is inner-producted with the key vector of each column in the � matrix to

obtain the similarity. Then the normalized similarity is obtained using softMax after
√
�� adjustment, and the

vector � is weighted and summed according to this similarity to acquire a self-attention head A� as Equation (7).
The Attention used by SOMPT adds the MSeq-to-Seq matrix relative to the Seq-to-Seq LM, which is summed with

QK� to achieve masking of the Attention matrix.

� = � (�−1)��

�
, � = � (�−1)� �

� ,� = � (�−1)��
� (6)

�� = sotMax

(

���
√
��
+�Seq-to-Seq

)

� (7)

Knowledge point tagging: SOMPT model is ine-tuned by masking all tokens in the target sequence what
we call knowledge points, and learning to recover the masked words. SOMPT’s training objective is to maximize
the likelihood of masked knowledge points tokens given question text. During training, we use the teacher-
forcing mechanism, which has become the main training paradigm for sequence generation models [12, 14, 39].
Speciically, the tokens generated by the model will be replaced by true tokens and then participate in the next
step of training, reducing the instability and diiculty of itting the model caused by prediction errors during
training. Finally, we get a vector � =

(

�1, �2, . . . , � |� |
)

of size |� |, which is the size of the word list D. Subsequently,
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softmax is performed on � to obtain the knowledge points probability matrix. The probability is calculated as
Equation (8).

�� =
���

∑

� �
��

(8)

According to this probability matrix, we query the word segmentation list to get the words of the generated
sequence, and split it by the split function in python library with commas to get the knowledge points set
� = {�1,�2, . . . ,��}.

What needs to be emphasized is that when tagging knowledge points for one question, SOMPT will use
[MASK] as the initial token of �2. [MASK] is an alternative to the real token of the sequence and is used to
keep the model from knowing the predicted result in advance. The input sequence pair of the model is ([CLS],
X, [SEP], [MASK],..., [MASK], [SEP]), which is diferent from the data input during model training. And then
repeatedly adding the generated target token to the end of the source sequence to replace the previous [MASK]
token during the prediction process, and stopping when [SEP] is encountered. Through the attention mechanism,
this [MASK] can obtain the information of the sequence ([CLS], X, [SEP], [MASK]) and then predict the word
vector representation.

3.5 Loss Function

After obtaining the knowledge point probability matrix, we need to calculate the error between the predicted labels
and the true labels. Thus, we use the cross-entropy loss to measure the loss between the predicted probability and
the true value to optimize the parameters of the SOMPT model. We tune the model parameters by minimizing the
loss so that the model can be trained to the best tagging state. The formula is as Equation (9) and Equation (10),

L(�) = −
�︁

�=1

(� (�� ) log (�� ) + (1 − � (�� )) log (1 − �� )) (9)

� (�� ) =
{

1, �� ∈ �′
0, �� ∉ �

′ (10)

where � (�� ) denotes the probability that the knowledge point�� belongs to the question, � denotes the number
of knowledge points per question. Supposing the probability that each knowledge point predicted by the model
belongs to a question is �� , the predicted knowledge point of the question is�� .

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Knowledge point tagging experiments in Mathematical

4.1.1 Datasets. TMK-PSS: Standard dataset for tagging knowledge points for math questions in primary and
secondary schools. At present, there are few related researches on subject questions knowledge point tagging,
and no suitable open datasets have been found. TMK-PSS used in the experiment comes from a learning big data
platform from Central China Normal University in China3. The dataset is in Chinese. All questions are uploaded
by the teacher, and the uploaded information includes question ID, knowledge points, question stem, question
resolve, diiculty value, subject category, applicable grade, etc. Each question is marked by the subject teacher
with multiple multilevel labels. TMK-PSS data set consists of non-repetitive questions, including the stem and
resolve of questions, and selects all the No. 1 level labels as knowledge points. Figure 1 shows an example of data
in TMK-PSS. The speciic statistics are shown in Table 2. We randomly divide the dataset in the ratio of 6:2:2 to
get the training set, validation set, and test set for experiments.

3http://study.hub.nercel.com/
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Table 2. Details of the experimental dataset. N represents the dataset size. L means the total number of labels in the dataset.
T denotes the average number of labels per sample. W represents the average Chinese characters or words of per sample.

Dataset N L T W

TMK-PSS 68522 97 1.22 158.6

4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics. For the performance of diferent models in the tagging task, we adopt hamming
loss(HL) as our main evaluation metrics according to the previous work [40]. Accuracy, Precision, and Recall are
also reported to assist the analysis. The deinitions are as follows.

(1) HL is used to examine the misclassiication of samples on a single label. The smaller the value of this index,
the better the classiication performance of the model. Its optimal value is 0, which means that all labels of each
data are correctly classiied and is calculated as Equation (11).

�� =
1

��

�︁

�=1

�︁

�=1

�
(

��� ≠ ���
)

(11)

where ��� denotes the� − �ℎ knowledge point of the � − �ℎ sample,��� denotes the� − �ℎ label predicted by the
� − �ℎ sample, and � (·) is the indicator function, which takes 1 when ��� Is exactly equal to��� , 0 otherwise.

(2) Accuracy is the ratio of the number of correctly identiied samples in the total number of samples to be
tested, which is a common measurement indicator and the most intuitive comparison method.

(3) Precision is the ratio of true positive samples among the positive cases determined by the classiier.
(4) Recall is the proportion of correctly determined positive cases to the total positive cases, indicating the

average validity of each class for which the classiier identiies the class labels.
The formulas for Accuracy, Precision, and Recall are Equations (12)-(14).

�������� =
1

�

�︁

�=1

��
��� +���

��� + ��� + ��� +���
(12)

��������� =
1

�

�︁

�=1

��
���

��� + ���
(13)

������ =
1

�

�︁

�=1

��
���

��� + ���
(14)

where � denotes the total number of samples, � denotes the total number of classes,�� denotes the number
of samples of the � − �ℎ class. Suppose �� , �� , �� , and �� denote determined as category � and determined
correctly, determined as category � but determined incorrectly, determined as not category � but determined
incorrectly, and determined as not category � and determined correctly, respectively.

4.1.3 Experimental Setup. Weuse the pre-trainedmodel of the base version of BERT to initialize the parameters
of the input embedding and the transformer blocks of the SOMPT model. The embedding Layer is initialized using
the BERT pre-training model, so the dimensionality of its embedding layer is 768. The labels in the generated
sequences are represented by short text, so their word vectors must be very diferent from the pretraining word
vectors. We do not set the weights as static, but dynamically update the corresponding weights during the training
process. The number of transformer blocks (i.e., �) is set to 12, and the activation function is Gelu. The dropout is
0.1. Gradient descent is performed using Adam with a learning rate of 2e-5 as the optimizer. The batch_size is set
to a multiple of 4, with a maximum of 32. We introduce a beam search mechanism in the sequence generation
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part of the model. The model retains the current optimal result at each step of sequence generation. We repeat
each experiment independently 5 times and record the average performance of the model.

4.1.4 Baselines. The baselines for experimental comparison with the SOMPT model are built based on deep
learning models commonly used in the ield of multi-label classiication as follows.
(1) TextCNN[20, 51]: TextCNN is a type of convolutional neural network that utilizes diferent sizes of

convolutional neural networks to continuously capture contextual connections.
(2) LSTM-ATT[44]: The LSTM [16] model is most commonly used for sequence generation of text and is an

extension of RNN. Text classiication is enhanced by adding the attention mechanism[41] to extract richer text
features.
(3) BiLSTM-ATT[36, 53]: Bi-LSTM combines the information of the input sequence in both forward and

backward directions on the basis of LSTM, which can capture more information of the text, and we add the
attention mechanism to improve the model.
(4) BERT[4, 45]: We adopt the oicial Google pre-trained model parameters, using the [CLS] vector of BERT

outputs as the sentence vector for textual multi-label prediction.
(5) UniLM[11]: We regard knowledge point labels as generated sequences, and use UniLM to complete the

process of generating tag sequences from mathematical questions for the tagging task.
For the above ive deep learning models, the sentence vector representation of their output is utilized, and

we building a network for classiication. The sentence vector is inally input into a fully connected network
and normalized by softMax to get an output probability matrix. According to the predicted probability of each
knowledge point in the probability matrix, multiple labels are derived for each question.

4.1.5 Results and analysis. We conduct speciic mathematical question tagging experiments on baselines and
the proposed model using TMK-PSS dataset. The experimental results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The tagging performance of the baselines and SOMPT. The (+) represents the higher score the beter performance,
and the (-) is the opposite.

TMK-PSS
Model

HL(-) Precision(+) Recall(+) Accuracy(+)

TextCNN 0.00884 0.715 0.485 0.426
BiLSTM-ATT 0.00954 0.646 0.521 0.426
LSTM-ATT 0.00964 0.633 0.541 0.444
BERT 0.00879 0.687 0.556 0.496
UniLM 0.00655 0.742 0.736 0.668
SOMPT 0.00631 0.762 0.725 0.678

In general, SOMPT that our proposed performs signiicantly better than the baselines model in the standard
dataset of TMK-PSS. In the following, we will analyze the experimental results in detail. Firstly, the deep learning
models used for comparison, the TextCNN model, performs better than the other two RNN models, mainly
because the TextCNN model captures several diferent n-gram features of text. It can extract useful information
from diferent perspectives for the same n-gram feature. However, the Precision and Recall of TextCNN model
difer greatly, indicating that the model is conservative when tagging and can only predict the knowledge points
that are highly correlated with the question. Moreover, for the knowledge point tagging task, the performance of
BiLSTM-ATT among the RNN series models is better, and the performance of the LSTM-ATT model is slightly
worse. Since the contextual connection of math question text is not strong enough, RNN series models capture
less contextual connection, which makes the efect will have a certain gap with TextCNN model which is more
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focused on extracting shallow features of text. As the text of mathematical questions is not short, the BiLSTM-ATT
model can take advantage of its suitability for long text and stable performance in our dataset and makes its
experimental results slightly better than LSTM-ATT model. Next, the experimental results of BERT are a little
better compared with the above models , because the BERT model is pre-trained and ine-tuned to produce a very
rich contextual representation, and tagging for questions relies on the model’s ability to extract and analyze the
semantic information of the question text. Compared to our model SOMPT, the experimental results of BERT are
inferior. Although our model has a similar framework to BERT in extracting semantic information, the subsequent
classiication is handled diferently. This indicates that it is not enough to consider only the semantic information
but not the connection between knowledge points when tagging.
Obviously, our SOMPT model shows the best performance on the TMK-PSS. Compared with BERT, which

performs relatively well, the SOMPT model is 7.5%, 16.9%, and 18.2% higher in the evaluation metrics Precision,
Recall, and Accuracy, respectively, and 0.00248 lower on HL. Even compared to UniLM, the SOMPT model has
a signiicant improvement. The results prove to some extent the feasibility and correctness of using the idea
of sequence generation to accomplish the task of automatic tagging multi-knowledge points. What is more
exciting is that the Precision and Recall values of SOMPT model are almost the same, which indicates that the
classiication performance of SOMPT model is stronger and more stable when tagging knowledge points for
mathematical questions.
We plot the convergence of the six tagging methods of mathematical questions, as shown in Figure 7. As we

can see, except for BiLSTM-ATT, the luctuations of other models are relatively small. Among the six models,
SOMPT model has the fastest Loss convergence and the most stable convergence curve. After 10 rounds of
training, the model will reach a close convergence state. BERT is gradually approaching a state of convergence
after almost 20 rounds. During the early stages of training, the weights of the model have not been suiciently
adjusted to accurately it the training data. As a result, both BERT and LSTM display similar loss values, while
SOMPT exhibits superior performance from the outset. These all indicates that SOMPT model has a stronger
ability to capture data features and adjust model parameters more quickly when training data.

4.2 Ablation experiments of SOMPT

To explore whether data augmentation based on ontology replacement (The part (a) of SOMPT) for question text
can improve the performance knowledge point tagging, we perform ablation experiments for the ontology-based
replacement module. Table 4 shows the experimental results of question tagging on TMK-PSS that baselines
are added ontology-based replacement module and SOMPT is removed ontology-based replacement module.
By observing the last two lines of Table 6, it can be found that HL increases and Accuracy decreases after the
ontology-based replacement module is removed, indicating that SOMPT’s tagging performance for mathematical
questions is reduced. In addition, comparing the performance of baselines in Table 3 and Table 4, we can ind
that the experimental result of baseline is improved after the addition of ontology-based replacement module. It
proves that the ontology-based replacement on the dataset is necessary. And it also shows that the method based
on integrating domain ontology and named entity replacement enables the knowledge point tagging model to
dig deeper into the text information that is beneicial to tagging performances.
In order to further explore the impact of the data augmentation method on mathematical question repre-

sentation, we selected a sample for a case study. This sample involves two knowledge points of "recognition
of large numbers" and "recognition of integers". We use SOMPT-(a) and SOMPT to extract representations of
sample question and knowledge points respectively, and then we use Euclidean distance and cosine similarity to
calculate the distance between question and label representations, as shown in Table 5. The smaller the Euclidean
distance, the greater the cosine similarity, indicating that the closer the distance between the two, the more
similar they are. We can see that compared with SOMPT-(a), SOMPT has achieved signiicant improvements
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Fig. 7. Loss convergence fluctuation diagram during model training.

Table 4. Ablation experiments on the ontology-base replacement module of SOMPT. ł+SOMPT(a)ž represents the model is
added the part (a) of SOMPT. łSOMPT-(a)ž represents the model SOMPT is removed the part (a). The (+) represents the
higher score the beter performance, and the (-) is the opposite.

Metrics
Model

HL(-) Precision(+) Recall(+) Accuracy(+)

TextCNN+SOMPT(a) 0.00828 0.752 0.512 0.456
BiLSTM-ATT+SOMPT(a) 0.00891 0.669 0.565 0.460
LSTM-ATT+SOMPT(a) 0.00922 0.650 0.583 0.465
BERT+SOMPT(a) 0.00815 0.707 0.604 0.533
SOMPT-(a) 0.00655 0.742 0.736 0.668
SOMPT 0.00631 0.762 0.725 0.678

in both Euclidean distance and cosine similarity, which illustrates the efectiveness of our data augmentation
method. In the knowledge point tagging task, the data augmentation method helps the model learn more useful
features related to knowledge points by removing redundant information and focusing on key information.

4.3 Applications on multi-label classification task

The module used for knowledge point tagging (module (b) and (c) in Figure 2, code-named SOMPT(b)(c)) in
SOMPT model proposed in this paper can also be applied to MLC task. In order to verify the efect on multi-label
classiication task, we select two MLC publicly datasets AAPD[48] and RCV1-V2[23] for extension experiments.
The AAPD dataset includes abstracts and topics of academic papers in the ield of computer science, while
RCV1-V2 collects news texts and related topics. We take a sample in AAPD as an example, the text is "we give a
characterization of vertex monotone properties with sharp thresholds in a poisson random geometric graph or
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Table 5. Euclidean distance and cosine similarity between question and label representations. Label 1 means "knowledge of
large numbers", and label 2 means "knowledge of integers".The (+) represents the higher score the more similar, and the (-) is
the opposite.

Model SOMPT-(a) SOMPT
Metrics Distance (-) Cosine (+) Distance (-) Cosine (+)

Label 1 6.940 0.840 5.661 0.897

Label 2 7.488 0.814 6.180 0.877

hypergraph as an application we show that a geometric model of random k sat exhibits a sharp threshold for
satisiability", and the labels for the topics are "[30, 18, 32, 28]". These two datasets are in English and are not a
problem in the mathematical domain, so we did not preprocess the dataset text with ontology-based replacement.
We also applied a short text replacement module (module b) to both datasets. We irst count all the words that
appear in the text, and then select unused words from the dictionary to replace the digital labels of the topic labels.
Table 6 shows the experimental results of our proposed model, the baseline of this paper, and representative
models from other papers.

Table 6. Performance on AAPD and RCV1-V2. The ones with 2 are the experimental results obtained directly from others’
papers.

Dataset AAPD RCV1-V2

Metrics HL Precision Recall Accuracy HL Precision Recall Accuracy

(-) (+) (+) (+) (-) (+) (+) (+)

BR2 [3] 0.0316 0.664 0.648 - 0.0086 0.904 0.816 -

Seq-ATT2[37] 0.0261 0.720 0.639 - 0.0081 0.889 0.848 -

SGM2 [48] 0.02450.02450.0245 0.7480.7480.748 0.675 - 0.00750.00750.0075 0.8970.8970.897 0.8600.8600.860 -

TextCNN 0.0290 0.741 0.536 0.295 0.0134 0.852 0.686 0.460

BiLSTM-ATT 0.0307 0.716 0.513 0.287 0.0141 0.834 0.679 0.447

LSTM-ATT 0.0305 0.683 0.585 0.300 0.0135 0.836 0.700 0.462

BERT 0.0304 0.703 0.549 0.319 0.0144 0.802 0.709 0.485

SOMPT(b)(c) 0.02580.02580.0258 0.7180.7180.718 0.6900.6900.690 0.4010.4010.401 0.0095 0.875 0.834 0.586

The experiment on AAPD.The experiment on AAPD.The experiment on AAPD. The HL of SOMPT(b)(c) decreases by 0.0058 compared to the most commonly used
model BR [18], and Precision and Recall improve by nearly 5%. In addition, compared to SGM [1], the most
advanced model in the ield of MLC, the numerical diference of all evaluation indicators is very small. Compared
with other models that have been proposed, SOMPT(b)(c) model has the best performance on major evaluation
metrics, only lower than Seq2seq attention [27] on Precision. Considering that Precision and Recall of good
classiication models need to be balanced, therefore, the performance of SOMPT(b)(c) model is relatively better.
There is no doubt that SOMPT(b)(c) performs better on all evaluation metrics than the baseline used in this paper.
The experiment on RCV1-V2.The experiment on RCV1-V2.The experiment on RCV1-V2. In contrast to the experimental results on the AAPD dataset, our proposed

method outperforms all this paper baselines on evaluation metrics, but it is not as good as the results of the
model in other’s paper. Considering that the improvement of MLC performance on RCV1-V2 by researchers in
recent years is limited and not as great as the AAPD data set, it shows that it is still diicult to explore a model
with perfect performance on RCV1-V2. In addition, the HL of SOMPT(b)(c) can reach 0.0095 in RCV1-V2, which
is just 0.002 higher than SGM. This also indicates that SOMPT(b)(c), which is suitable for multi-knowledge point
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tagging of mathematical questions, is similarly efective on the MLC task, but it is not applicable to all multi-label
text classiication standard datasets.

5 CONCLUSIONS

With the popularity of educational recommendation tools, the volume of task and the diiculty of tagging learning
resource has increased, putting forward higher requirements on the automation techniques of tagging tasks.
Aiming at the task of mathematical question tagging, we propose a novel sequence generation model integrating
domain ontology. By pre-processing text with ontology replacement to eliminate the negative impact of many
entities and diferent forms of expression in text on the deep learning model. Then we vectorized the intermediate
text and fed into the question tagging model based on sequence generation to tagging knowledge points for
mathematical questions. Our proposed model has the ability to capture the rich semantic information of the
question, and to tag the questions in the speciic mathematical domain in a new way of sequence generation,
which can catch the relationship between knowledge points of the question. Moreover, the proposed model
not only performs well on the multi-knowledge point tagging dataset, but also has good experimental results
on two publicly available multi-label classiication standard datasets. In the process of exploring personalized
recommendation technology in the future, we will continue to expand our dataset, construct more specialized
multi-knowledge point tagging datasets, and put forward multi-knowledge point tagging models with higher
performance.
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